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1. Create a vector with the numbers from -10 
to 22, evenly spaced by 0.5-steps 

2. Compute the logarithm for each element.  

3. Use R to complete the following calculation: 

(50 − 22)2 +
22
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Exercises on basic operations and data types
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4. Create a vector that contains ten times the character “good”, 15 times the 
character “bad”, as well as the numbers from 1 to 5  

5. Transform this vector into a factor that only allows for the values “good” and 
“bad” as levels 

6. Transform this vector into an ordered factor with “good” being better than “bad” 
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• Z-score normalization refers to the process of 
normalizing every value in a vector such that 
the mean of all of the values is 0 and the 
standard deviation is 1. 

• The formula for z-normalization is as follows:

Exercises on function definitions
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, where  is the mean and  the standard deviation 

• Your task is to write an R function that takes a vector and z-normalizes it! 

• Hint: the functions mean() and sd() will be useful! 

• Also: test whether your function actually works as intended!

xZ =
xi − μ

σ
μ σ
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• Create a factor with the levels "still", 
"medium", "sparkling", and arbitrary 
instances of the three levels 

• Get the relative frequencies for "medium" of 
this factor → check out the function table()

Exercises on advanced data types
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• Create a data frame with two columns, one called "nb" containing the 
numbers 1 to 5 as double, the other called "char" containing the numbers 6 
to 10 as character 

• Transform this data frame into a tibble! Use the adequate test functions to 
verify the transformation was successful! 

• Extract the second column of the tibble such that you get an atomic vector


